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D The best-known algorithm for the satisfiability problem in the case of
propositional formulae (SAT) is the implicit enumeration version of the
Davis-Putnam algorithm, as described in Loveland's book . We review this
algorithm, which we call DPL, and some recent variants . As it is often the
case with enumerative algorithms for decision type problems, neither DPL
nor its variants incorporate any effective device to prune the search tree . We
investigate the idea of using the solution of relaxed subproblems as such a
pruning device. It is well known that HORN-SAT, the satisfiability problem in
the case of Horn clauses, is easy: in fact an algorithm, DG, has been
proposed by Dowling and Gallier, which solves HORN-SAT in linear time .
Here we show by means of a set of experiments that the efficiency of DG is
not only theoretical but practical as well . In fact we show that on a set of
randomly generated problems the complexity of
DG grows almost linearly
with the problem size, while, for instance, the complexity of the unit
resolution approach grows almost quadratically . Then we propose two
relaxation schemes which map instances of SAT into instances of HORN-SAT
;
such relaxation schemes are used to derive two new enumerative algorithms
for SAT : HORN1 and HORN2 . These algorithms have been compared experi-
mentally with DPL and with its variants . Our results show that HORN2
outperforms the other algorithms ; in particular it runs several times faster
than DPL on almost all the test problems we have generated .
45
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we address the problem of how to design efficient algorithms for the
satisfiability problem in the propositional calculus setting
(SAT). SAT is well known
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2. THE SATISFIABILITY PROBLEM
Let p be a set of n atomic propositions, which can be either true or false, and
denote by T a proposition which is always true, and by F a proposition which is
always false. Let ~tf be a set of m clauses of the form
PI VPz V
. . .
VP,
-P,+IAP
..,2A
. . .
APq ,
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to be NP-complete [2], although it is not one of the hardest problems in that class ;
in fact, under certain hypotheses it has been proven to have a linear average case
complexity .
The best-known algorithm for SAT is DPL, the implicit enumeration version of
the Davis-Putnam algorithm [3], as described in Loveland's book [10]. After the
definition of the problem (Section 2), in Section 3 we review DPL and some of
its more recent variants . In particular we consider two versions of DPL, which incor-
porate the improved branching criteria proposed by Purdom [12] and by Monien
and Speckenmeyer [11] . As it is often the case with enumerative algorithms for
decision type problems, neither DPL nor its variants incorporate any effective device
to prune the search tree . Here we investigate the idea of using the solution of
relaxed subproblems as such a pruning device .
It is well known that HORN-SAT, the satisfiability problem in the case of proposi-
tional Horn clauses, is easy : in fact linear algorithms to solve HORN-SAT have been
proposed by Itai and Makowsky [6] and by Dowling and Gallier [4] . In Section 4 we
describe Dowling and Gallier's approach, presenting an implementation of their
algorithm, DG. Then we show by means of a set of experiments that the efficiency of
DG is not only theoretical but practical as well . In fact, we show that on a set of
randomly generated problems the running time of DG grows almost linearly with the
problem size, while, for instance, a straightforward implementation of the unit
resolution approach leads to algorithms whose running time grows almost quadrati-
cally. Then, in Section 5, we introduce two relaxation schemes which map instances
of SAT into instances of HORN-SAT . Such relaxation schemes are used in Section 6 to
derive two new enumerative algorithms for SAT: HORN1 and HORN2. These algorithm
have been compared experimentally with DPL and with its variants. Our results,
which are illustrated in Section 7, show that HORN2 outperforms the other algo-
rithms ; in particular it runs several times faster than DPL on almost all the test
problems we have generated .
( 1
)
where, for i = I__, q, P, e p. The meaning of (1) is that at least one of the
propositions PI , . . ., P, must be true when all the propositions P,+ I , . . ., Pq are true .
If this is the case, the clause is true ; otherwise (PI , . . ., P, are all false, and
P111,
. . ., Pq are true) the clause is false. The disjunction PI V P2 V . . . V P, is also
called the consequence of the clause, while the conjunction
P_I
A
P,+2
A . . . A Pq
is called the implicant . We allow for r = 0, in which case the consequence is replaced
by F, and for r = q, in which case the implicant is replaced by T.
The clause (1) can be easily converted into disjunctive form, becoming
P I V Pz V
. .
. V pr
V _Pr+I V
-PI-2 V
. . . V ~ Pq .
	
(2)
SATISFIABILITY OF PROPOSITIONAL FORMULAE
A truth evaluation is a function v
: p
-i {false, true} . If a truth evaluation exists
which makes all the clauses true, then V is said to be satisfiable ; otherwise it is
unsatisfiable .
The satisfiability problem is defined as follows :
SAT
Input A set yr of n propositions, and a set V of m clauses over o U (F, T) ;
Output "yes" if W is satisfiable, "no" otherwise .
Most often, in the "yes" case one wants also a truth evaluation which satisfies W .
A particular case, but a very important one, is that in which the consequence of a
clause contains at most one atomic proposition, i .e ., r <_ 1 in (1) . If this is the case,
the clause is called a Horn clause .
It is well known that SAT is NP-complete [2]. Either NP-complete or NP-hard are
also most of its variants, such as k-sAT (each clause contains k >_ 3 atomic proposi-
tions at most) and Max-SAT (one wants to maximize the number of satisfied clauses) .
A notable exception is the case in which V contains only Horn clauses . In this case
the satisfiability problem (HORN-SAT) is polynomial : in fact it can be solved in linear
time [6,4] . Unfortunately Max-HORN-SAT remains NP-hard [7] .
The importance of the satisfiability problem goes far beyond the propositional
calculus setting . In fact the capability of efficiently solving it can prove to be crucial
in coping with more general problems, as pointed by Jeroslow [8] . Consider for
instance the predicate calculus proposition
(3)
where B(x) is any quantifier free formula, and x is an n-vector of variables . We
assume that a finite set of constants, K, exists such that all the constants in B(x)
belong to K, and the only functions appearing in B(x) are of the type K` - Kz, for
some integers t and z. We assume also B(x) to be the conjunction of clauses of the
type
P,(x)
V P2 (x) V . . . VPr (x) -P,+ ,(x) A Pr+2 (x) A . . . APq(x) .
A natural generalization of SAT, G-SAT, is to assign a relation defined on K to
each distinct predicate symbol in B(x) in order to make (3) true . If such an
assignment exists, we say that (3) is satisfiable . The problem c-SAT arises in many
important areas such as deductive databases and artificial intelligence . The solution
of G-sAT can be obtained solving a sequence of propositional calculus satisfiability
problems .
Let B„ Bv . . ., B, be a set of partial instantiations of B(x) obtained by replacing
some variables by means of constants drawn from K, with the following property : if
B(u) is an instantation of B(x), where u is a n-vector with components drawn from
K, then an index j e {1, . . ., p} exists such that B(u) is an instantation of B. too .
We say that B; is a cover of u if by replacing in B; some constants of K for some
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variables we get B(u). Moreover, B, is a direct cover of u if it is a cover and no
index j # i exists such that B is also a cover and has fewer variables .
Let T* be the set of all the clauses appearing in B„ B2 , . . ., Bp , and let I* be the
instance of SAT obtained by considering 'C* as a set of propositional calculus
clauses, where each predicate symbol is considered as a distinct proposition . A truth
evaluation for I* is called blocked if there are two (possibly coincident) indices
i, j e (1,2, . . ., p) such that two predicates R E= B ; and S E= B exist such that (i) R
and S have opposite truth value ; (ii) two vectors with components u' and W drawn
from
K exist, such that B, and Bi are direct covers of u' and of uJ respectively ; (iii)
R and S become identical in form when u' and uJ are instantiated in B(x), i .e . the
occurrences of R in B(u') and of S in B(u1) are identical .
Then the following propositions hold ture [8] .
Proposition 1 . If a truth evaluation exists which is not blocked and satisfies I*, then
(3) is satisfiable .
Proposition 2. If I* is not satisftahle, then neither is (3) .
An algorithm which makes use of Propositions I and 2 to solve G-sAT by
reducing it to a sequence of instances of SAT has been proposed by Jeroslow [8] .
3. DAVIS-PUTNAM ALGORITHM AND VARIANTS
A well-known and quite efficient algorithm for
SAT is due to Davis and Putnam [3] .
Here we briefly review the version proposed by Loveland [10], which from now on
will be referred to as DPL.
In its essence DPL is an implicit enumeration algorithm, which generates a binary
search tree .
Algorithm DPL('w)
Step 0 (initialization) . Initialize a family L of pairs ('t, v), where W is a clause set
and v a function :ya - (null, false, true), setting L := (((o , v„)), where v„(P)=
null VP e fit.
Step 1 (selection) . If L is empty then return "no", else select any pair (W, v) from
L and set L := Lv{(W, v)} .
Step 2 .1 (unit resolution) . For each unit clause in W of the type P '- T [F
F
P],
set v(P) =true [v(P) := false], and : (a) drop from' all the clauses in which P
appears in the consequence [implicant] ; (b) in each clause of '', replace P with T
[F] if it appears in the implicant [consequence] . If a contradiction arises, i .e. '€
contains the clause FF T, then go to step 1 . If l6' is empty, then return "yes" .
Step 2.2 (monotone proposition) . If P is a proposition which appears only in the
consequences [implicants] of the clauses, then set v (P) = true [ v( P) = false] and
drop from 'C; all the clauses in which it appears- Tf 'F> is empty, then return "yes" .
Step 2 .3 (branching) . Select any proposition P, which occurs in W . Let %p ; be the
set of all the clauses of 'r; in which P, does not appear ; '%,, be the set of all the
clauses of 'B in which P, appears in the implicant, with P, replaced with T ; and
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'2i be the set of all the clauses of W in which P, appears in the consequence,
with P, replaced with F. Set L L U
(
(W', u")}, with
W' :=Wo,UW,,, v'(P,)=true, and ti(P) :=v(P) if P*P, ;
W" :_ Wo, U W2 ,, u"( P,) = false, and u"(P) = u (P) if P * P, .
Go to step 1 .
When "no" is returned, 190 is unsatisfiable ; otherwise 'e,) is satisfied by any
function obtained from v on replacing null with either true or false .
DPL is an implicit enumeration algorithm where :
no particular criterion is given for the "selection", i .e. the selection of the element
from L which is to be examined next;
no "bounding" device is provided to allow for anticipated termination of the
search : a branch in the search tree is truncated only when either an explicit
contradiction is detected or a truth evaluation satisfying W is obtained ;
the "branching" criterion is of the binary type, where the proposition P, is
selected according to the following priorities : first the propositions appearing
in unit clauses are chosen (step 2.1), then the monotone propositions are (step
2.2) ; if, no unit clause nor monotone propositions exist, then any proposition
can be selected ;
each pair (V, v) defines a subproblem involving only the propositions P for
which u(P)=null, and each branching corresponds to the generation of two
new subproblems .
Different branching criteria have been proposed in recent years to obtain a more
efficient search strategy. The branching criterion of DPL has an intrinsic degree of
redundancy. In fact, let (W, v) be the current subproblem, J= { j : o(P1 ) # null},
and P, be the proposition selected to perform the branching . After the branching
the two sets of clauses V := %, U W11 and le" _ 4 U % 2 , are generated ; in these
clauses only propositions P, with j C J U { i } appear. Clearly it is possible that a
truth value assignment for these propositions exists which makes both the clause
sets satisfied . That means that a nonempty intersection might exist between the
solutions obtained considering le' and the solutions obtained considering '1" .
Purdom [12] has proposed an algorithm in which, when considering the clause set
W", only the solutions which do not also satisfy le' are taken into account . This is
done as follows : on the left branch the subproblem generated is to satisfy all the
clauses of le' as in DPL, i .e . to satisfy the formula
F, A c,
ccle'
while on the right branch the subproblem generated is to satisfy all the clauses of
W" with the constraint that at least one of the clauses of W' 1 , must be unsatisfied,
i .e ., we want to satisfy the formula
F2= A
"CA
( V
~C° I .
Purdom's branching criterion succeeds in reducing the size of the search tree, but
a price must be paid. In fact, formula F2 must be transformed into the standard
50
v(P1)=v(P2)= . . .=v(Pr-,)=v(P,)=false,
v(P+1)=v(P-2)=
. . .
=v(Pq- 1 )=true,
A
	
A
v(P 1 )=true v(P 1 )=false v(P l )=true v(P 1 )=false
(a) DPL
FIGURE 1 .
(b) P
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form of a set of clauses, which might be quite costly, depending on the cardinality of
'e1,. A particular case in which the new branching criterion is quite efficient at no
additional cost is the case in which
W1,
is a singleton, i .e. `B1,= {C'}, with
C'=P
1 VP2 V
. . .
VP,-P,+IAP,+2A
. . .
APq .
In this case the set of clauses corresponding to F2 is
le"U {Ft-P1, . . .,F-Pr, Pr+14T, . . .,Pq-T},
which means that the truth value of q propositions will be fixed at the beginning
(step 2 .1) of the next iteration .
In the following we shall denote by P an algorithm derived from DPL by using
Purdom's branching criterion when ~4„ = 1 .
A further branching criterion which reduces the redundancy of the search is
based on the selection of all the propositions of a clause instead of a single
proposition P,. Let P1 V P2 v . . . VP,
F
Pr+1
A Pr+2 A . . . A Pq be the selected
clause; we generate q subproblems by mean of the following truth assignments :
V (P1) = true ;
v(P1 )=false, v(P2 )=true ;
v(P1)=v(P2)= =v(Pr_ 1)=false, v(P,)= true ;
v(P,)=v(P2)= . . .=v(Pr-1)=v(P,)=false, v(P, +1 )=false ;
v(P,)=v(P2)= . . .=v(Pr-1)=v(P,)=false, v(P, + 1)=true,
V (P,12) =false
;
v(P 2)=false
v(P2)=false
v(Pi)=true
v(P l )=false v(P
3)=false
(C) MS
v (Pq) = false .
P2t-P3 P3t-P2AP4 P2F P3 P3t- P2A P4
PI v P3t-P4
P4<-- P3
Ft-P4
P2v P3t-P4
P4t-- P 3
P2vP3t-P4
P2v P3t P4 P4t-P3
P2v P3t-P4
F€ P2
P3F T
P1vP4t-P3
PV-- P4
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This is a branching criterion which has already proven to be successful for other
combinatorial problems such as the TSP [1] . Its use for the satisfiability problem has
been proposed by Monien and Speckenmeyer [11] ; in the following we shall denote
by ms the version of DPI, which makes use of this multiple branching criterion on the
shortest clause .
The three branching criteria are illustrated in the example of Figure 1, where `f
contains the following clauses : P2 <- PI A
P.
P V P3 - P2 A P4 , P, V P4 - P3 , P2
V P3 . P4 . In the cases (a) and (b), P I is the proposition chosen for branching,
while in the case (c) the first clause P, I P A P has been selected .
4. A LINEAR ALGORITHM FOR HORN-SAT
As already pointed out, HORN-sAT, i .e. the set of all the instances of SAT containing
only Horn clauses, can be solved polynomially . A well-known quadratic algorithm
for HORN-SAT, UR, is a straightforward implementation of the "unit resolution"
method [5,91 and can be viewed as a particularization of DPL :
Algorithm UR(W)
Step 0 (initialization) . Initialize a function v : p - (false, true), setting v(P) = false
VP EP.
Step 1 (unit resolution). For each unit clause in l of the type P F T [F- P] . set
v(P)==true [v(P) :=false], and : (a) drop from % all the clauses in which P
appears in the consequence [implicant] ; (b) in each clause of ', replace P with T
[F] if it appears in the implicant [consequence] . If a contradiction arises, i .e.'
contains the clause F- T, then return "no" . If either le is empty or no unit
clause exists, then return "yes" .
More efficient algorithms, which solve HORN-SAT in linear time, have been
proposed by Itai and Makowsky [6] and by Dowling and Gallier [4] . Here we
present a linear algorithm for HORN-SAT, which can be viewed as a slight generaliza-
tion of the bottom-up algorithm described in Dowling and Gallier's paper .
Typical Horn clauses are
P
1
	
Pj, AP;A . . .AP,
p
,
P, ~-- T,
F-P, AP, z A AP; ,
Each clause can be represented as a particular graph (see Figure 2) .
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FIGURE 2 .
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C 1 : P5 F Pl A P3
C 2 : P3 <-P2
C3 : FF P6AP7
C4
: P7 4-P6
C5 : P1FT
C6 : P
2E-- T
C7 : P4*-T
7t
	
G n
FIGURE 3.
Then, as it has been suggested by Dowling and Gather, it is possible to represent
an instance it of HORN-sAT by means of labeled graph G,,, with one node for each
proposition (T and F included), one arc from P, to P, with label h for each pair
P, P, and each clause C,, such that P i appears in the implicant of C,, and P1 is its
consequence. Such graph is the union of all the graphs representing the single
clauses. Clearly such a graph may have more than one arc connecting the same pair
of nodes. An example is illustrated in Figure 3 .
Let G„ be the representation of an instance Ir of HORN-SAT, and for each
proposition P,, let L(PJ) be the set of the labels of the arcs entering into P,, and S,,
be the set of propositions P; such that an arc(P;, P) exists with label h . We define
the distance d(P,) of
P
from T by means of the following recursive formula :
d(Pi)=1+min(max{d(P) :P,eSh I :heL(P)) VPe o u{F},
where the initial values for d( •) are set as follows : d(T)==0, and d(P) _ +oc
VP r= pU {F} .
We say that P is reachable from T iff d(P1 ) < +oo . In practice that means that
P1 is reachable from T iff an h e L(PJ) exists such that VP, E S,,, P; is reachable
from T. For instance, in Figure 3, P, is reachable from T with d(P5) = 3, while P6
is not.
In the following, some of Dowling and Gather's results are presented ; the
introduction of the distance function allows us to state them in a more compact and
possibly clearer form .
GIORGIO GALLO AND GIAMPAOLO URBANI
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Proposition 3. Let P be a proposition appearing in cr, an instance of HORN-SAT . If P is
reachable from T in G„ then v(P)= true for each truth evaluation which satisfies
n, if any.
PROOF
. The proof is by induction on the set {1,2, . . .,max{d(P) : P e oU {F}}} .
If d(P) = 1, then the clause P<-T exists in a, and it must be v(P) = true if we
want rr to be satisfied . If d(P) = k > 1, then a clause P F P,, A P;? A . . A P, ,, with
d(P) < k for j = 1, . . . , q, exists in it, and by induction v (P,) = true for j = I__ q,
which implies v(P)=true if we want a to be satisfied . Then, the proof is
completed. 0
Corollary 4. The instance it of HORN-SAT is satisfiable ii f F is not reachable from T
in G,, .
PROOF
. In fact F reachable and it satisfiable would imply v(F)=true, which is
absurd. On the other hand, it is easy to see that when F is not reachable, a truth
evaluation satisfying et is obtained as follows : v(P) = true if P is reachable from T
and v(P) = false otherwise . O
Corollary 5. If the instance a Of HORN-SAT is satisfiable, then the function v, with
v(P)=true if P is reachable from T and v(P)=false otherwise, is the least
function satisfying it with respect to the partial order induced by the inequality
false < true .
Now we present an algorithm, DG, which performs the visit of G,,, finding the set
of reachable nodes .
Algorithm DG(it)
Procedure InitializeGraph(it)
For each P e ya, do FS(P) :_ {[Pj , h]: the arc(P, Pi ) with label h is in G„ } .
For each clause Ch, do n h := 0 if Ch is of the type P - T, and n h =
IShI
otherwise .
Set N ,=[n,, n 2	n,„] .
Q := ( P E p, such that a clause P <-- T exists) ; R := Q .
Procedure VisitGraph(Q, R, N)
Step 1 . If Q * 0, then select P in Q and do Q := Q \ (P), else return "yes" .
Step 2 . For each (P., h) e FS(P) do :
n h 2=n,,-1 ;
if n h = 0 and Pi = F then return "no" ;
if n,, = 0 and Pi 0 R then Q Q U (P, } and R := R V (Pi);
go to step 1 .
At termination the set R is the set of reachable nodes . When "no" is returned, ar
is unsatisfiable ; otherwise it is satisfied by the following evaluation function v :
v(P) = true if P
G
R and v(P) = false otherwise . The algorithm runs in linear time,
since the forward star of each node P, FS(P), is scanned at most once. If Q is
implemented as a queue, DG performs a breadth-first visit of Gr , and the original
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m
d
D
0
U
15
10
5
0
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200/200 600/300 1000/500 2000/800 3000/1000
n/m
FIGURE 4.
version of Dowling and Gallier's algorithm is obtained. If Q is implemented as a
stack, the visit is of the depth-first type, and a linear-time version of unit resolution
is obtained .
Table 1 and Figure 4 provide an experimental comparison between OR and the
version of DO where Q is implemented as a queue . Instances of different sizes have
been used (n is the number of propositions and m is the number of clauses) ; for
each size, 10 instances have been randomly generated with number of propositions
per clause uniformly distributed in the interval [1, 7] . For each type of instance, the
average CPU time and the standard deviation are given . Times are in seconds on a
VAX 780 running under a UNIX operating system. The algorithms have been
implemented in Berkeley PASCAL .
Remark that, as expected, the computer times grow faster than linearly for UR,
while they grow almost linearly for DG.
UR DO
n m
% of unsat.
instances
Av.
time S.D .
Av.
time S.D .
200 200 80 0 .80 0 .27 0 .62 0 .06
600 300 40 2.06 0.71 0 .88 0 .04
1000 500 80 3 .39 2 .08 1 .48 0 .06
2000 800 90 6.86 3 .91 2 .51 0 .06
3000 1000 80 12 .43 6 .60 2 .80 0.06
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5. HORN RELAXATIONS OF SAT
Let n be a decision problem. We say that the pair (II', a), where fl' is a decision
problem and a : H -r II' is a mapping, is a relaxation scheme for H if :
m a yes-instance of II
	
a(r) a yes-instance of II' . (4)
Clearly from (4) it follows that if a(ir) is a no-instance, then rr is a no-instance too .
We say that a(rr) is a relaxation of n .
Clearly, the availability of relaxations which can be solved at a reasonable
computational effort is crucial in the design of efficient enumeration algorithms . In
fact, when the relaxation of the subproblem corresponding to a node in the search
tree is recognized to be a no-instance, then the search from that node can be
interrupted, thus saving the visit of the node's subtree . We define the sharpness of a
relaxation scheme, s(II', a), as the ratio between the number of no-instances of II'
and the number of the no-instances of II, i .e. the probability of recognizing the
no-instances of II by solving their relaxations.
Relaxations can be used also to provide guidance in the search strategy and to fix
the value of some variables (propositions in our case), thus making the search faster .
This point will be illustrated later . A good relaxation scheme should be not only
computationally cheap, but also "sharp", i .e. it must have a high probability of
detecting the no-instances .
Now we shall describe two relaxation schemes for SAT ; they transform instances
of SAT into instances Of HORN-SAT .
The first, (HORN-SAT, al ) is based on the following equivalence :
P1VP2V
V P
F P +1 A P, z2 A . . AP,
(Pi e- PZ A . . . A P, A
Pr+t
A
Pr+z
A
. . .
A Pq)
A(F<-P2 AP3) A (F
.-P
3 AP3) A . . . A(F-P,AP,')
A(P2 VPz4-T)A(F3
VP,- T)A . . . A(P,VP,'E-T) . (5)
The idea behind the equivalence (5) is to replace a proposition P by -,P', where
P'= -, P . Making use of (5), we can transform a set of clauses'' into a new set
V _
"H
U WN , where
'H
contains only Horn clauses while %' contains clauses of
the type P; V P;' - T. 1 The sets' and le' are equivalent in the sense that le is
satisfiable iff ?' is satisfiable.
The mapping a, transforms the instance of SAT defined by the clause set `e into
the instance of HORN-SAT defined by the clause set leH . Transformation (5) has the
drawback of substantially increasing the number of clauses and of atomic proposi-
tions. This fact is only in part balanced by the availability of easily computable
relaxations . As an example, in Figure 5, the complete search trees generated by DPL
when applied to the clause P1 v P2 V P3 < P4 [Figure 5(a)] and to its transformation
(PI
E-
PPAP3AP4)A(F-P2 AP3)A(F-P3 AP3)A(P
2
VP3-T)A(P3 VP3
F T) [Figure 5(b)] are compared . In this example the transformation leads to a
search tree of nine nodes in place of a one node tree .
'The idea of using this transformation for the solution of SAT has also been independently proposed
by M. Minoux (personal communication, 1986) .
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FIGURE 5 .
The second scheme, (HORN-SAT, a2 ) is based on the following equivalence :
P1 VP2 V . . VP,-P,,,
AP,12A
. . . AP,
P EP.+I AP,+2A
. .
. APq )
A(P VP2 V . . . VP, , P), (6)
where P is a newly defined proposition . Clearly in (6) the RHS is satisfiable if the
LHS is satisfiable .
Here, we transform a set of clauses `B, containing k non-Horn clauses, into a new
set `c' = WH U (CN , where (C contains m Horn clauses while Ws, contains at most k
clauses of the type P1 V P2 V . . . V P, < P,' . At most k new propositions P
il
are
added .
This second scheme yields much more compact relaxations than the first one .
In Table 2 experimental measures of the sharpness of the two schemes are given .
TABLE 2a
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v(PI )=true
v(P2 )=falsev(P2 )=true
jr
v(P2 ')=true
	
v(P2 ')=false
v(P )=false/"'~, v(P )=false
3 /
v(P3
)_ y ~
(P3 )y e
No. of % unsat.
n m instances instances s(HORN-SAT, a,)
s(HORN-SAT, a2 )
70 90 100 53 0 .641
0 .962
70 120 100 83 0 .602 0.976
70 150 100 92
0
.543
0 .946
300 200 100 59
0 .729 0 .983
300 250 100 67 0.716 1
500 200
100 36
0 .833 1
500 300 100 56 0 .839 1
500 400 100 82 0 .854
0.988
1000 400 50 62 0.774 1 .
1000 500 50 74 0.946 1
'The instances are randomly generated with number of propost ons per clause uniformly distributed
between 1 and 7
.
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Q :=(P,k },
	
R' :=RU{P,k},
L Lu((Q,R',N,H,WN)) .
Go to step 1 .
'We assume
{
e, } = 0 .
H==HU IP" ~}', and
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These results show clearly that the second scheme is much sharper than the first
one. It has a further advantage: it allows one to detect yes-instances more easily . In
fact, if an evaluation which makes true `BH is found such that v(P) = false for all
the new propositions P,, then (e is satisfiable . It is worth noticing that this fact is
not unlikely since DO finds evaluations with the maximum number of false values .
6. NEW ALGORITHMS FOR SAT
Now we present two new algorithms for SAT, which incorporate the relaxation
schemes described in the previous section .
The first algorithm, HORN1, makes use of the scheme (HORN-SAT, 0 I ) .
Algorithm HORNI((e)
Step 0 (initialization) . Transform % into Wt, U `' , by means of the mapping a l ;
apply procedure InitializeGraph to le,,, and set L = {(Q, R, N, Ws)) .
Step I (selection) . If L is empty then return "no", else select any tuple
(Q, R, N, 'N) from L and set L := L\ ((Q, R, N, (N)} .
Step 2 .1 . Apply procedure VisitGraph to (Q, R, N) ; if "no" is returned then go to
step 1, else let v* be the evaluation denoted by R .
Step 2.2 . If v* satisfies %
N
then return "yes", else delete from
WN
all the clauses
which are satisfied by v* .
Step 2.3 (branching) . Select P, V P, F T, any clause of
`e,
which is not satisfied
by v*, and drop it from (eN .
Set Q(Pi 1,R' :=RU(P,),andQ"={P'}, R Ru{P,.'} .
Set L L u {(Q', R', N,WN),(Q", R", N, tN)} . Go to step 1 .
Similarly a second algorithm,
HORN2, is obtained from the relaxation scheme
(HORN-SAT, a 2 ) .
Algorithm HORN2((e)
Step 0 (initialization) . Transform `' into Wt, U
(N
by means of the mapping a2 ;
apply procedure InitializeGraph to WH, set H :_ 0 and L= {(Q, R, N, H, 'N )} .
Step 1 (selection) . If L is empty then return "no", else select any tuple
(Q, R, N, II, tC,,.) from L and set L := L\ ((Q, R, N, H, (N)} .
Step 2.1 . Apply procedure VisitGraph to (Q, R, N) ; if "no" is returned or
R n H # 0 then go to step 1, else let v* be the evaluation denoted by R.
Step 2.2 . If v* satisfies
WN
then return "yes" .
Step 2.3 (branching) . Select P; V Pi, V . . . V P,
F
P, the shortest clause of 4
which is not satisfied by v*, and drop it from 'N . For k=1 to r do
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TABLE 3
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% unsa4
	
DFL
n ,n instances Av.
10 50 30 0
.3
20 100 50 1 .2
30 140 80 5 .1
40 170 40 13 .5
50 200
20
32 .7
Note that HORN2 makes use of Monien and Speckenmeyer's branching criterion .
This implies that at each branching the cardinality of
WN
is decreased by one; then
the depth of the search tree generated is bounded by
I'N1
s m . An interesting
consequence of this fact is that the algorithm is polynomial on the subset of SAT
containing all the instances with no more than k non-Horn clauses for any given k .
On the contrary DPL has a worst case exponential complexity also in this case .
7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following we present the results of a set of experiments performed in order to
compare the relative efficiency of the different algorithms we have described so far .
As already mentioned, the CPU times reported are seconds of a VAX 780 running
under a UNIX operating system, and all the algorithms have been implemented in
Berkeley PASCAL .
Three types of experiments have been performed . In the first, whose results are
illustrated in Table 3, a set of instances of 3-SAT have been randomly generated with
different sizes : n ranges from 10 to 50, and m ranges from 50 to 200. For each size
10 problems have been generated and solved ; in the table we report the average and
the standard deviation of the CPU times . In addition to the times, the percentage of
unsatisfiable instances (no-instances) for each problem size is given in order to
provide more information on the nature of the test problem used .
The second type of experiment has been performed in order to complete the
results of Table 3 . A new set of random instances of SAT have been generated, this
time with a number of propositions per clause uniformly distributed between 1 and
7. Also in this case, for each size 10 distinct instances have been generated . These
problems are much larger, but at the same time, in the experiments, they seem to be
much easier than the ones of Table 3 . Here we have performed the comparison only
on DPL, MS, and HORN2 ; in fact, P behaves almost like DPL (actually it is slightly
slower), and HORNI is outperformed by HORN2 . The results are reported in Table 4 .
Finally, the third kind of experiments has been designed in order to study the
effect on the running time of the percentage of Horn clauses in the instances .
Obviously this is a rather important parameter, since the exponential portion of the
complexity function for HORN2 depends only on the number of non-Horn clauses, if
the number of propositions per clause is given . The results which are reported in
Table 5 show that all the algorithms are affected by the number of non-Horn
clauses. It interesting to note that HORN2 still outperforms the outer algorithms in
this case on instances with 50% non-Horn clauses. Note that 50% Horn clauses is
P MS
HORN! HORN2
SD
. Av .
SD, Av . SD. Av . SD . Av . SD .
0 .1
0.3 0.1 0 .3 0 .1 0 .2 0.1 0 .2 0 .0
0 .4 1 .3 0 .4 1 .4
0 .4
1
.0 0.5 0 .5 0 .1
2 .1 5 .7 2.1 5 .3 2 .0 16 .4 9
.0
1 .7
0 .8
9 .2 15 .9 12.2 10 .4 6 .4 103 .2 93.8 4 .4 2 .5
27
.0
32 .8 38 .4 19 .0 20 .1 575 .9 599.3 12 .6 12 .0
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what we get when we generate randomly instances of
3-SAT, with an equal probabil-
ity for each proposition to appear in the implicant and in the consequence . Like the
test problems of Table 3, these test problems are randomly generated instances of
3-SAT ; again, for each problem size, 10 instances have been generated .
The reason that we have mostly used
3-SAT instances in the experimentation is
that they provide quite balanced (in percentage of no-instances) and not too easy
instances of SAT .
The results show clearly that the use of relaxations can be very effective in
reducing the running time of the search algorithms also in the case of a decision
problem such as SAT . The poor behavior of HORN] seems to be due to the fact,
already pointed out, that the kind of relaxation scheme used makes the structure of
the problem more complex. On the contrary, HORN2, which incorporates a rather
90
80
70
50
0
70
50
90
1 .6
5 .0
5 .2
4 .6
0 .6
1 .7
2 .3
1 .9
2.3
5 .7
6 .0
5.7
1 .7
2 .1
2 .0
2 .3
n=40,
1 .7
4 .9
4 .5
6 .2
m=200
0.5
2 .8
2 .1
2 .0
1 .0
5 .5
16.8
15 .4
0.9
4.0
20.1
9.5
0
.5
	
0.2
1 .0 0.5
1
.3 0 .5
1 .9 0.5
Horn
clauses
% uns.
inst
DPL P
MS HORN1 HORN2
Av . SD . Av. SD .
Av
.
Av
.
SD . Av. SD.SD .
90 0 4.4 2.7 4.4 2,3 4.9 3 .5 3 .6 2.5 1
.0 0.7
80
60 11 .6 5.0 13 .6 6.2 11 .8 5 .9 53 .9 48 .8 2.4 1 .2
70 90 16 .1 4.6 16.9 4
.6 12 .2 5 .1 141 .2 92 .3 3 .9 1 .6
50 100 15 .6 6.0 15.9 3 .1 12
.6
4
.9 165 .2 109.5 5 .8 2.6
n=50, m=250
% Horn % uns.
DPL
P MS HORN1 HORN2
clauses inst. Av. SD . Av.
SD
.
Av
.
SD. Av . SD . Av . SD .
90 0 7 .6 7.4 9.4 7 .4
3.7 1 .6 25 .7 37 .5 1 .1 0.7
80 50 32 .5 19.7 45.9 16 .2
27 .9 14 .6 368 .1 373 .4 4.9 2.3
70
90 31 .7 7 .7 42 .1 9
.8 30.6 8.6 1278 .5 612 .4 11 .0 7 .5
50 100 39.2 13 .0 33 .4 11 .2 46.6 12 .8 997 .8
706 .0 16 .2 9.3
n m
% unsat .
instances
DPL Ms HORN2
Av.
SD
. Av .
SD
.
Av
.
SD.
70 150 80 0.5
0 .2
0 .4 0.2
0.5 0 .0
300 200 60 1 .3 0 .6 1 .3 0.7
0.7
0 .0
500
300 50 2.9 1 .8 2 .8 1 .7 1 .0 0.1
600 400 90 2 .4
1 .7 2 .5 1 .8 1 .4 0 .1
700 500 80 4 .4
3 .9
4
.2
3 .5
1 .8 0 .1
TABLE 5
n=30, m=150
% Horn % uns .
DPL P MS HORNI
HORN2
clauses inst . Av. SD . Av. SD . Av. SD. Av. SD . Av.
SD
.
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FIGURE 6 .
simple but very sharp relaxation scheme, significantly outperforms all the other
algorithms. This fact is well illustrated by the graph of Figure 6, which summarizes
the data of Table 5 . Here we have plotted the average normalized running times
versus the percentage of non-Horn clauses . The normalization, which sets the
running time of DPL equal to 100 for the instances with 50% Horn clauses, has been
performed in order to make comparable the results relative to instances of different
size .
The following concluding remarks summarize the findings of our experimenta-
tion .
REMARK 1. The linear algorithm of Dowling and Gallier, DG, is not only theoreti-
cally fast, but also practically efficient ; moreover, its improvement over the classical
unit resolution approach increases as the instance size increases . This is a quite
interesting finding, since, as far as we know, no experimental analysis of DG has
appeared in the literature so far .
REMARK 2 . The soundness of the idea to using HORN-SAT to derive sharp relaxation
schemes for SAT seems supported by our experimental results . In fact, as shown by
Table 2, our second scheme provides very tight relaxations of the instances of SAT.
Actually, at least for the type of instances considered in Table 2, it appears that if,
following a "brute force" approach, we should decide to solve
a2(r)
instead of the
instance a of SAT, the probability of error will be very low . This is a point which
deserves to be investigated further.
REMARK 3 . In spite of its age, DPL is still a rather competitive algorithm . The use of
the branching criterion proposed by Monien and Speckenmeyer, although it quite
often yields improvements over the standard binary criterion of DPL, does not seem
to lead to significant savings . As for P, it must be stated that it represents a very
simple, and naive too, implementation of the ideas proposed by Purdom, on which
nothing final can be said on the basis of our results .
% non-Horn clauses
GIORGIO GALLO AND GIAMPAOLO URBANI
4
DPL
+
P
0 MS
-e- HORN2
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REMARK
4
. The new algorithm HORN2 is very efficient and outperforms DPL and its
variants for several times on all the experiments we have done . It seems that with
this algorithm one can get significant savings, which might prove quite useful in
applications. An interesting feature of
HORN2 is that not only it runs faster than
DPL,
but it also more stable, as shown by the lower standard deviation values . These
considerations remain valid also for instances with a large number of non-Horn
clauses .
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